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Using a technique developed by A. Nilli (1991, Discrete Math. 91, 207210), we
estimate from above the Cheeger number of a finite connected graph G of small
degree (2(G)5) admitting sufficiently distant edges.  2001 Academic Press
Let G=(V(G), E(G)) be a finite connected graph. The Cheeger number
of G is
h(G)= min
X # X(G)
|E(X, X )|
min[Vol(X), Vol(X )]
,
where X(G) is the set of all parts X/V(G) so that X{< and
X =V(G)"X{<. Also, E(A, B) is the set of all AB edges in G and
Vol(A)=x # A mG(x). Here mG(x) is the degree of the vertex x in G. For
instance, the Cheeger number of the complete graph KN on N vertices is
h(KN)=N[2(N&1)]. Also, the Cheeger number of a claw (or star)
K1, N=K1 V KN is h(K1, N)=1. In general, h(G)1.
Given n # Z, n>0, let G(n) be the family of all finite connected graphs
G admitting at least two edges e, e$ # E(G) with dG(e, e$)2n+2. Here
dG(e, e$) is the distance between the edges e and e$, i.e., the minimum
number of edges in a path that connects a vertex of e and a vertex of e$.
For instance, for any path P2m+1 on 2m+1 vertices (m3), P2m+1 # G(n)
for any 1nm&2. Yet, KN  G(n) and K1, N  G(n), for any n>0. Let
$(G) and 2(G) be the minimum and maximum degrees of a vertex in G,
respectively. We may state
Theorem 1. The Cheeger number h(G) satisfies the estimate
h(G)2
2
$(G) _2(G)&2 - 2(G)&1+
2(G)
$(G)
2 - 2(G)&1&1
n+1 & (1)
for any graph G # G(n).
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For instance, according to Theorem 1, for a path PN, N2n+5, the
upper bound on h(PN)2 is 4(n+1) (and h(PN)=1(N&1) if N is even;
respectively, h(PN)=1(N&2) if N is odd). Also, if CN is a cycle of length
N4n+6 then h(CN)21(n+1) (and h(CN)=2N if N is even; respec-
tively, h(CN)=2(N&1) if N is odd). For regular graphs the estimate (1)
is an immediate consequence of the first inequality in (2) and of Theorem
1 in [5, p. 208] (hence our result is new only for graphs which are not
regular).
Given G # G(n), for fixed 2(G) and n large, an averaging argument
shows that h(G)212. Hence, for n large, Theorem 1 is useful only when
2
$(G) [2(G)&2 - 2(G)&1]12, which in turn yields that 2(G)5. We
emphasize that this is precisely the limitation of our result (it requires a
bound of 5 on the maximum degree, when the number of vertices is large).
Let L2 (G) denote the space of all functions f : V(G)  R. To prove
Theorem 1 we shall need the combinatorial Laplacian
L : L2 (G)  L2 (G),
(Lf )(x)= f (x)& :
ytG x
f ( y)
- mG(x) mG( y)
, x # V(G).
We write xtG y when the vertices x, y are adjacent in G. Consider also the
(invertible) linear operator S : L2 (G)  L2 (G) given by (Sf )(x)= f (x)
- mG(x), x # V(G). If 1 denotes the constant function 1(x)=1 then
S&11 # Eigen(L; 0). Moreover, if G is connected then dimR Eigen(L; 0)=1.
Let QG : L2 (G)  L2 (G) be given by
(QG f )(x)=mG(x) f (x)& :
ytG x
f ( y)
As pointed out in [3], although L and QG (the Laplacian of [1, p. 85] or
[5, p. 207]) are related, their spectra are not. Hence one may not apply
Theorem 1 in [5, p. 208] directly in our case. However, our approach is
quite similar to that in [5] and demonstrates the strength of the methods
developed there (cf. also our Appendix A).
Let G # G(n) and E0 , F0 # E(G) be two edges so that dG(E0 , F0)2n+2.
Next, set
Ei=[x # V(G) : dG(x, E0)=i], F i=[x # V(G) : dG(x, F0)=i]
for any 1in. Let !, ’ # R so that !>0, ’<0, and
! :
n
i=0
Vol(Ei)
(2(G)&1) i2
+’ :
n
i=0
Vol(Fi)
(2(G)&1)i2
=0.
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Moreover, set E=ni=0 Ei and F=
n
i=0 F i and consider the function
f # L2 (G) given by
! - mG(x)(2(G)&1)&i2, if x # Ei for some 0in
f (x)={’ - mG(x)(2(G)&1)&i2, if x # F i for some 0in0, if x # V(G)"(E _ F )
Then ( f, S&11) =0, hence f is orthogonal on Eigen(L; 0). Then, by the
classical Raleigh theorem together with a result by Chung (cf. Theorem 1
in [2, p. 163]),
h(G)22*(G)2
(Lf, f )
& f &2
, (2)
where *(G) is the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of L. Moreover, note that
& f &2= :
x # V(G)
f (x)2=X1+Y1 ,
X1=!2 :
n
i=0
Vol(Ei)
(2(G)&1)i
, Y1=’2 :
n
i=0
Vol(Fi)
(2(G)&1)i
.
Also, if g=Sf then
(Lf, f ) = :
e # E(G)
[ g(e&)& g(e+)]2 (3)
for any orientation ini, ter : E(G)  V(G), where e&=ini(e) and e+=ter(e)
are the tail and head of e, respectively. By (ii) of Nilli’s lemma (cf. our
Appendix A)
E(G)=E(E, E) _ E(E, E & F ) _ E(F, F ) _ E(F, E & F ).
Let e # E(E, E). Then either e has both ends in Ei , for some 0in (and
then g(e&)& g(e+)=0, i.e., e doesn’t contribute to the sum in the right-
hand member of (3)) or e has one end in Ei and the other in Ei+ p for some
0in and some p # Z, p>0. Yet e has length 1, hence p=1. We may
assume w.l.o.g. that e is outward pointing, i.e., the orientation (ini, ter) was
chosen in such a way that e& # Ei and e+ # Ei+1 . Then
:
e # E(E, E)
[ g(e&)& g(e+)]2= :
n&1
i=0
:
e # E(Ei , Ei+1)
[ g(e&)& g(e+)]2
=!2 :
n&1
i=0
|E(Ei , Ei+1)| _ 1(2(G)&1) i2&
1
(2(G)&1) (i+1)2&
2
.
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As e& # Ei , it surely has a neighbour on Ei&1 , hence it may have at most
2(G)&1 neighbours on Ei+1 . Consequently,
|E(Ei , Ei+1)||Ei | (2(G)&1),
and we get
:
e # E(E, E)
[ g(e&)& g(e+)]2
!2 :
n&1
i=0
|Ei | (2(G)&1) _ 1(2(G)&1)i2&
1
(2(G)&1) (i+1)2&
2
!2 :
n&1
i=0
Vol(Ei)
$(G)
2(G)&2 - 2(G)&1
(2(G)&1) i
.
Moreover, let e # E(E, E & F ). We may assume w.l.o.g. that e points from
E to E & F , i.e., G is oriented in such a way that e& # E and e+ # E & F .
Then e& # Ei for some 0in. We claim that actually e& # En . Indeed, if
e& # En&s for some s # Z, s1, then let P be a e&&v1 path of length n&s.
It follows that e+P is a e+&v1 path of length
l(e+P)=1+l(P)=n&s+1n,
so that
dG(e+, E0)n.
Yet e+  E yields dG(e+, E0)  [0, 1, ..., n], i.e., dG(e+, E0)>n, a contradic-
tion. Then
:
e # E(E, E & F )
[ g(e&)& g(e+)]2= :
e # E(En , E & F )
g(e&)2
=
!2
(2(G)&1)n
|E(En , E & F )|

!2
(2(G)&1)n
|En | (2(G)&1)

!2
(2(G)&1)n
Vol(En)
$(G)
(2(G)&1).
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Set
X2= :
e # E(E, E) _ E(E, E & F )
[ g(e&)& g(e+)]2,
Y2= :
e # E(F, F ) _ E(F, E & F )
[ g(e&)& g(e+)]2.
Then
X2
2(G)&2 - 2(G)&1
$(G)
!2 :
n&1
i=0
Vol(Ei)
(2(G)&1) i
+!2
Vol(En)
(2(G)&1)n
2(G)&1
$(G)
=
2(G)&2 - 2(G)&1
$(G)
X1+
2 - 2(G)&1&1
$(G)
!2
Vol(En)
(2(G)&1)n
.
By (iii) of Nilli’s lemma,
|En |
(2(G)&1)n

|Ei |
(2(G)&1) i
, 0in.
Thus
Vol(En)
(2(G)&1)n

|En | 2(G)
(2(G)&1)n

|Ei |
(2(G)&1)i
2(G)
Vol(Ei)
(2(G)&1) i
2(G)
$(G)
for any 0in. Therefore
(n+1)
Vol(En)
(2(G)&1)n

2(G)
$(G)
:
n
i=0
Vol(Ei)
(2(G)&1) i
or
!2
Vol(En)
(2(G)&1)n

2(G)
(n+1) $(G)
X1 .
We may conclude that
X2
X1

1
$(G) _2(G)&2 - 2(G)+1+
2(G)
$(G)
2 - 2(G)&1&1
n+1 &
and that a similar estimate holds for Y2Y1 . Finally,
h(G)22
X2+Y2
X1+Y1
2 max {X2X1 ,
Y2
Y1=
and (1) is proved.
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Consider the operator A : L2 (G)  L2 (G) given by
(A f )(x)=(2(G)&$(G)) f (x)+$(G) :
ytG x
f ( y)
- mG(x) mG( y)
.
Then, by the proof of Theorem 1, the second largest eigenvalue (i.e.
2(G)&$(G) *(G)) of A is at least
2 - 2(G)&1 \1&2(G)$(G)
1
n+1++
2(G)
$(G)
1
n+1
. (4)
When G is d-regular (2(G)=$(G)=d ), A =A, the adjacency matrix of G,
and hence (4) yields Nilli’s lower bound
2 - d&1 \1&O \1n++ (5)
on the second largest eigenvalue of A (cf. [5, p. 208]). Friedman (and inde-
pendently Kahale) replaced (cf. [4, p. 498]) O( 1n) in (5) with O(
1
n2), as a
corollary of the nodal region theory (cf. [4, p. 492]). As suggested by the
referee, a similar improvement is to be expected in (4).
APPENDIX A: NILLI’S LEMMA
We recall the following.
Lemma 1. Let G # G(n) and E0 , F0 # E(G) so that dG(E0 , F0)2n+2.
Set Ei=[x # V(G) : dG(x, E0)=i], F i=[x # V(G) : dG(x, F0)=i], for 1
in, and E=ni=0 Ei , F=
n
i=0 F i . Then
(i) E & F=<.
(ii) E(E, F )=<.
(iii) The inequalities
|Ei |(2(G)&1) |Ei&1|, |Fi |(2(G)&1) |Fi&1|,
for any 1in, hold.
See Nilli [5, p. 209]. As only the result is stated in [5], for completeness
we give a proof here.
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The proof of (i) is by contradiction. Let x # E & F, i.e., x # Ei and x # Fj ,
for some i, j # [0, 1, ..., n]. That is, dG(x, E0)=i and dG(x, F0)= j. Set
E0=[v1 , v2] and F0=[u1 , u2]. By eventually relabelling the vertices of E0
and F0 we may assume that there are a x&v1 path P of length l(P)=i and
a x&u1 path Q of length l(Q)= j. Then PxQ is a v1&u1 path of length
l(PxQ)=l(P)+l(Q)=i+ j2n,
hence dG(v1 , u1)2n. Yet
2n+2dG(E0 , F0)dG(v1 , u1), (6)
a contradiction.
Let us prove (ii). To this end, let a # E(E, F), a=[x, y], hence x # Ei ,
y # Fj , for some i, j # [0, 1, ..., n]. Let P be a x&v1 path of length l(P)=i
and Q a y&u1 path of length l(Q)= j. Then PxyQ is a v1&u1 path with
l(PxyQ)=l(P)+l(Q)+1=i+ j+12n+1,
hence dG(v1 , u1)2n+1, which again contradicts (6).
It remains for us to prove (iii). Let x # Ei&1 , i.e., there is a x&v1 path
P=x1x2 } } } xs of length i&1 (of course, x1=x and xs=v1). Then
FIG. 1. A vertex x # Ei&1 and its neighbours on Ei .
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x2 # NG(x) and x2  Ei (as the distance from x2 to E0 is <i). For any
x # Ei&1 let us pick exactly one vertex y(x) # NG(x)"Ei . See Fig. 1. Then
Ei  .
x # Ei&1
[NG(x)"[ y(x)]]. (7)
Indeed, if z # E i then let Q=z1 } } } zr be a z&v1 path of length i (with z1=z
and zr=v1). Clearly, z2 # Ei&1 and z # NG(z2)"[ y(z2)], so q.e.d. Going
back to (7) we get
|Ei | } .x # Ei&1 [NG(x)"[ y(x)]]}
 :
x # Vi&1
|NG(x)"[ y(x)]| :
x # Ei&1
(2(G)&1).
The proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
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